Comparison of actual psoriasis surface area and the psoriasis area and severity index by the human eye and machine vision methods in following the treatment of psoriasis.
The lack of a quantitative method for assessing psoriasis severity poses a problem for quality control in dermatology. Quantitative estimation of involved surface area is important, as in the psoriasis area and severity index (PASI), but the reliability of many methods is poor. The purpose of this study was to assess the involved surface area of 15 psoriasis patients before and after different anti-psoriasis treatments using the human eye method and a computer image analysis (CIA) system based on colour segmentation. The human eye assessments were compared with the results of the CIA system and the resulting effects on the PASI score were also compared. The human eye estimates were higher than those obtained by the CIA method and, as a consequence, the values of the PASI by the human eye method were also higher than those by CIA. The human eye estimates differed most in cases where the PASI was under 15. The changes in the PASI by the human eye method before and after treatments differed significantly from those by CIA. The CIA system offers a possibility to quantify actual surface in patients with psoriasis, and will be an alternative for developing quality control when evaluating different treatment efficacies.